Pharmacokinetics, pharmacodynamics, and tolerability of single ascending doses of RCT-18 in Chinese patients with rheumatoid arthritis.
RCT-18 is a novel recombinant fusion protein that targets and neutralizes B-lymphocyte stimulator (BLyS) and a proliferation-inducing ligand (APRIL). This first in-human study investigated the safety, tolerability, pharmacokinetics, immunogenicity, and pharmacodynamics of RCT-18 in patients with rheumatoid arthritis (RA). This was a single-center, randomized, single-blind, placebo-controlled study in 28 RA patients. Eligible patients were randomized 3:1 to receive single subcutaneous doses of RCT-18 (1.2, 6, 18, 60, 180, 360, 540 mg) or placebo. A 71-day observation period was scheduled for each patient, during which serial blood sampling for pharmacokinetic, pharmacodynamic, and immunogenicity assessments was performed. Safety was assessed throughout the study. RCT-18 was well tolerated, although mild infections and skin irritation occurred more frequently in patients receiving this drug. After single-dose RCT-18, the maximal serum concentration (C max) of total and free RCT-18 was reached within 1-2 days, followed by a multi-exponential decline. Mean elimination half-life for total RCT-18 and free RCT-18 was 5.7-12.8 days and 3.2-11.3 days at 6-60 mg, and 15.1-17.5 days and 18.8-36.8 days with 180-540 mg RCT-18. The formation and elimination of BLyS-RCT-18 complex were much slower, with a time to C max of 5-29 days and the elimination half-life mounting from 13.3 to 32.8 days with dose escalation. No positive reaction was detected in the immunogenicity assessments. Substantial IgM reduction was only evidenced with 540 mg RCT-18, while the response profiles of IgM/IgG were distinguishable from placebo after 180, 360, or 540 mg RCT-18. RCT-18 was safe and well tolerated up to 540-mg single doses. The serum exposure of total and free RCT-18 is linearly correlated to the weight-normalized doses of RCT-18 in dose groups receiving 180-540 mg RCT-18. The elimination half-life of BLyS-RCT-18 increased with RCT-18 doses, suggesting a shift from target-mediated disposition in 1.2-18 mg RCT-18 groups to non-specific clearance in 60-540 mg RCT-18 groups. Assuming the concentration of BLyS-RCT-18 complex and the IgM/IgG ratio are surrogate biomarkers for clinical effects of RCT-18, the dose-response relationship suggests 180-540 mg are pharmacodynamically effective doses in RCT-18 for RA patients, but the effect profile of 540 mg RCT-18 on IgM is similar to that of atacicept at pharmacodynamically effective but clinically ineffective doses.